
American Procurement Services -Distributor of Nortic Medical Equipment

Item Name Price FOB

1

SK001

Electric Bed

USD930.00

for 2 functions

USD1035.00

for 3 functions

USD1130.00

for 5 functions

2

SK004

Electric Bed

USD610.00

for 2 functions

USD720.00

for 3 functions

USD817.00

for 5 functions

3

SK005

Electric Bed

USD695.00

for 2 functions

USD790.00

for 3 functions

USD890.00

for 5 functions

American Procurement Service: 

Medical Equipment & Furniture 

Division

Please contact us for Pricing and product Information:  

Info@Americanprocurement.com or Sales@Americanprocurement.com

APMB3

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel surface, with punched holes and soft connection.

Aluminum side rails, collapsible, firm and reliable.

Overall size: 2200mm x 1000mm.

Hi-Lo adjustment: 500mm - 750mm (only available for 3 & 5 functions).

Central brake wheel, diameter 150mm.

Back section tilts: 0 - 90 degree, knee section tilts: 0 - 45 degree.

Trendelenburg and reverse: 15 degree (only available for 5 functions).

CPR function is available (for option).

Complete with corner bumper, IV pole and mattress. (mattress is for option)

APS-MB2

Pic. and Model Description

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel surface, with punched holes and soft connection.

Aluminum side rails, collapsible, firm and reliable.

Overall size: 2200mm x 1000mm.

Hi-Lo adjustment: 500mm - 750mm (only available for 3 & 5 functions).

Wheels with 2 brakes, diameter 125mm.

Back section tilts: 0 - 90 degree, knee section tilts: 0 - 45 degree.

Trendelenburg and reverse: 15 degree (only available for 5 functions).

CPR function is available (for option).

Complete with corner bumper, IV pole and mattress. (mattress is for option)

APS-MB1

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel surface, with punched holes and soft connection.

ABS side rails, collapsible, firm and reliable.

Overall size: 2200mm x 1000mm.

Hi-Lo adjustment: 500mm - 750mm (only available for 3 / 5 functions).

Central brake wheel, diameter 150mm.

Back section tilts: 0 - 90 degree, knee section tilts: 0 - 45 degree.

Trendelenburg and reverse: 15 degree (only available for 5 functions).

CPR function is available (for option).

Complete with corner bumper, IV pole and mattress. (mattress is for option)



4

SK006

Electric Bed

USD808.00

for 2 functions

USD910.00

for 3 functions

USD1010.00

for 5 functions

5

SK031

ABS Single-crank 

Bed

USD 255.00

6

SK032

ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 225.00

APS-MB4

APS-MB5

ABS head & foot board, detachable

powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, Four-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 

5'' caster, I.V. Pole

MB6

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Complete plastic surface, X-ray transparent.

Aluminum side rails, collapsible, firm and reliable.

Overall size: 2200mm x 1000mm.

Hi-Lo adjustment: 500mm - 750mm (only available for 3 & 5 functions).

Central brake wheel, diameter 150mm.

Back section tilts: 0 - 90 degree, knee section tilts: 0 - 45 degree.

Trendelenburg and reverse: 15 degree (only available for 5 functions).

CPR function is available (for option).

Complete with corner bumper, IV pole and mattress. (mattress is for option)

ABS head & foot board, detachable

powder coated steel bed frame,

Painted batten bed surface, Four-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 

I.V. Pole



7

SK014

ABS Triple-crank 

Bed

USD 333.00

8

SK015

Four-crank bed with 

Five Function

USD 405.00

9

SK024

Triple-crank Bed

USD 325.00

MB9

Aluminum alloy head & foot board, detachable

punching steel sheet with powder coated bed surface, 

sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail, 5'' caster

APS-MB7

ABS head & foot board, Power coated steel bed frame, punching bed surface.

Sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail, I.V. Pole, 5'' caster

APS-MB8

The ABS head & foot board can be easily assembled and dissembled.

Power coated steel bed frame, punching bed surface.

Sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail, I.V. Pole, 5'' caster



10

SK041

Double-crank Bed

USD 315.00

11

SK050

Japanese-style flat 

Bed

USD 99.00

12

SK051

Japanese-style Single 

Crank Bed

USD 119.00

APS-MB11

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Painted batten bed surface

MB12

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Punching bed surface

APS-MB10

Engineer plastic head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel bed frame,

Steel Punching bed surface, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 

5'' caster



13

SK055

Japanese-style 

Double Crank Bed

USD 235.00

13

SK056

Stainless steel Flat 

Bed

USD 99.00

14

SK057

Stainless steel Single 

Crank Bed

USD 118.00

APS-MB13

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Punching bed surface, 5'' caster, Sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail

APS-MB14

Stainless steel head & foot board, Powder coated steel bed frame,

Steel bar bed surface

MB14

Stainless steel head & foot board, Powder coated steel bed frame,

Steel bar bed surface



15

SK058

Stainless steel Double 

Crank Bed

USD 177.00

16

G01

Double Arm 

Orthopaedics 

Traction Bed

USD 245.00

APS-MB16

Stainless steel head & foot board and traction shelf,

Powder coated steel bed frame, Painted batten bed surface.

APS-MB15

Stainless steel head & foot board, Powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, 5'' caster



17

G06

Ganty Orthopaedics 

Traction Bed

USD 275.00

18

SK013

ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 315.00

19

SK016

Triple-crank Bed
USD 647.00

APS-MB18

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Power coated steel bed frame, punching bed surface.

Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 5'' caster

APS-MB19

The ABS head & foot board can be easily assembled and dissembled.

The ABS guardrail can be firmly allocated. It is firm and reliable.

Punching bed surface is provided with flexible connection and beautiful style.

Central control caster is strongly stabilized.

APS-MB17

Aluminium alloy head & foot board, gantry traction frame,

Powder coated steel bed frame, Painted batten bed surface.



20

SK017

Triple-crank Bed
USD 335.00

21

SK019

ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 323.00

22

SK020

ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 275.00

APS-MB22

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 5'' 

wheel

APS-MB20

The ABS head & foot board can be easily assembled and dissembled.

Fourth aluminum alloy guardrail,

Punching bed surface,

The braking 5'' foot caster can be provided with firm braking and flexible 

rotation, moving agility.

APS-MB21

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, ABS guardrail, turning table, 5''caster



23

SK021

ABS Triple-crank 

Bed

USD 610.00

24

SK022

 Double-crank Bed
USD 235.00

25

SK023

 ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 353.00

APS-MB24

Aluminum alloy head & foot board, punching steel sheet with powder coated 

bed surface, fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table

APS-MB25

Aluminum alloy head & foot board, punching steel sheet with powder coated 

bed surface, fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, central control 

caster

APS-MB23

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface with flexible connection, ABS guardrail, central control 

caster



26

SK025

 Double-crank Bed
USD 270.00

27

SK026

 ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 217.00

28

SK027

 ABS Double-crank 

Bed

USD 305.00

APS-MB28

ABS head & foot board, detachable

powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, ABS guardrail, Turning table, 5'' caster, I.V. pole

APS-MB26

Aluminum alloy head & foot board, punching steel sheet with powder coated 

bed surface, sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, 5'' caster

APS-MB27

ABS head & foot board, detachable

powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, stainless steel guardrail, turning table



29

SK033

 ABS Single-crank 

Bed

USD 206.00

30

SK034

 Taiwan style 

doule-crank Bed

USD 235.00

31

SK036

 Taiwan style 

triple-crank Bed

USD 411.00

APS-MB31

Taiwan style head & foot board,

ABS compression molding bed surface, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, 

turning table, central control caster

APS-MB29

ABS head & foot board, detachable

powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, Four-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table, I.V. Pole

APS-MB30

Taiwan style head & foot board,

Steel Punching bed surface, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table



32

SK043

 ABS double-crank 

Bed

USD 225.00

33

SK052

 Japanese style

 single-crank Bed

USD 129.00

34

SK053

 Japanese style

 single-crank Bed

USD 167.00

APS-MB33

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Painted-batten bed surface, I.V. Pole

APS-MB34

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Painted-batten bed surface, turning table

APS-MB32

ABS head & foot board, detachable

Powder coated steel bed frame,

Painted batten bed surface, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail, turning table



35

SK054

 Japanese style

 double-crank Bed

USD 206.00

36

SK059

 Stainless steel

 double-crank Bed

USD 226.00

37

SK061

 Stainless steel

 double-crank Bed

USD 275.00

APS-MB37

Stainless steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Punching bed surface, turning table, Stainless steel guardrail, I.V. Pole, 5'' 

caster

APS-MB35

Powder coated steel head & foot board and bed frame, 

Painted-batten bed surface, Turning table, Fourth-aluminum alloy guardrail

APS-MB36

Stainless steel head & foot board, Powder coated steel bed frame,

Punching bed surface, Sixth-aluminum alloy guardrail, I.V. Pole



38

RS800

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Eight 

Functions

USD 4,150.00

39

RS300

High-level Five-

function Electric Bed 

with Weight 

Readings

USD 3,250.00

APS-MB38

Size: 2025/2230×935×500/1000

Material: Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and 

tube, and coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphate. The quality 

attains national standard. Head and foot boards, side rails are all made of 

imported PP materials.

Introduction: It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark 

which is quiet and noiseless and able to support over 250KG. Side-rail control 

panels make patients operate much easier. (with nurse controller and CFR)

Centrally controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance 

enable the bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with 

four PP side-rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), infusion 

stand and drainage hook.

1. Vertical Travelling 0-500mm

2. Leg rest upward 0-40°, Back rest upward 0-75°

3. The bed top rest up and down 10° 

APS-MB39

Size: 2220*990/1050*450/790mm

Introduction

        the security, reliability and practicability of the hospital bed attain 

national standard.

        Its in-bed scale system increase efficiencies by taking accurate weight 

readings with the patient in any position.

        It addresses patient safety with low bed height, full coverage side rails.

        Its architecture and retractable support surface designed provides the 

flexibility to choose the most appropriate patient surface.

        Patient will feel very convenient while be on drip or used the heart 

monitor since it won’t need to change patient position when the bed back 

section rise and low. 



40

RS305

Electric Bed 

with Five Functions

USD 815.00

41

RS301

High-level Five-

function Electric 

Vertical Travelling 

Bed with Weight 

Readings

USD 2,880.00

APS-MB40

Size: 2080*970*400/700mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphate. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are all made of quality wood.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Vertical travelling of bed base can 

reach any comfortable position from 400 to 700mm.Back rest upward 0°-

75°,leg rest upward 0°-40°.It can be operated back rest, leg rest and vertical 

travel at the same time. It’s equipped with silent castors and remote control 

panel.

APS-MB41

Size: 2230*990/1050*575/815mm

Introduction:

      The security, reliability and practicability of the hospital bed attain 

national standard.

       Its in-bed scale system increase efficiencies by taking accurate weight 

readings with the patient in any position.

       It addresses patient safety with low bed height, full coverage side rails.



42

RS302

Electric Bed with 

Five Functions

USD 875.00

43

RS201

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 2,160.00

APS-MB42

Size: 2080*970*400/700mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphate. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are all made of quality wood.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Vertical travelling of bed base can 

reach any comfortable position from 450 to 750mm.Back rest upward 0°-

75°,leg rest upward 0°-40°.It can be operated back rest, leg rest and vertical 

travel at the same time. It’s equipped with silent castors and remote control 

panel.

APS-MB43

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Luxurious plastic bottom cover, head and foot boards are 

all made of imported PP materials. Side Rails are all made of imported PP 

materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Side-rail control panels make 

patients operate much easier. (With controller for nurse and CPR) Centrally 

controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance enable the 

bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with four PP 

side rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), infusion stand 

and drainage hook.



44

RS101-A

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 1,980.00

45

RS101-A-A

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 2,180.00

APS-MB44

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards, side Rails are all made of imported 

PP materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Side-rail control panels make 

patients operate much easier. (With controller for nurse and CPR) Centrally 

controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance enable the 

bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with four PP 

side rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), infusion stand 

and drainage hook.

APS-MB45

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Luxurious plastic bottom cover, head and foot boards are 

all made of imported PP material. Side Rails are all made of imported PP 

materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Side-rail control panels make 

patients operate much easier. (With controller for nurse and CPR) Centrally 

controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance enable the 

bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with four PP 

side rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), rectilinear castor, 

infusion stand and drainage hook. 



46

RS101-A-C

Luxurious Electric 

Vertical Travelling 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 2,380.00

47

RS101-A-D

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 2,230.00

APS-MB46

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Luxurious plastic bottom cover, head and foot boards, side 

Rails are all made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK vertical travelling motor imported from Denmark 

which is quiet and noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Side-rail 

control panels make patients operate much easier. (With controller for nurse 

and CPR) Centrally controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear 

resistance enable the bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is 

equipped with four PP side rails (which can be positioned upward and 

downward), infusion stand and drainage hook. 

APS-MB47

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Luxurious plastic bottom cover, head and foot boards, side 

rails are all made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Side-rail control panels make 

patients operate much easier. (With controller for nurse and CPR) Centrally 

controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance enable the 

bed to move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with four PP 

side rails (which can be positioned upward and downward), infusion stand 

and drainage hook. 



48

RS101-C

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 1,650.00

49

RS101-D

Luxurious Electric 

Bed with Five 

Functions

USD 1,530.00

APS-MB48

Size: 2150*900*520/720mm

Material:

  Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phospatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are both made of imported PP 

materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs.  Remote control panel is equipped 

on the side rails which makes patients operate much easier. Deluxe PC 

engineering plastic bottom cover and centrally controlled silent castors of high 

strength and high wear resistance enable the bed to move flexibly, lightly and 

conveniently. It is equipped with four PP side rails (which can be positioned 

upward and downward), infusion stand and drainage hook. 

APS-MB49

Size: 2160*950*450/700mm

Material:

   Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:

  It is equipped with LINAK motor imported from Denmark which is quiet and 

noiseless and able to support over 250kgs. Patient can operate remote control 

panel easily. Castor’s hoods shaped by die-casting of aluminum alloy and 

centrally controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear resistance 

enable the bed to move and position flexibly, lightly and conveniently. The 

bed is completed with four PP side rails (which can be positioned upward and 

downward), infusion stand and drainage hook. 



50

RS106-A

Luxurious Hospital 

Bed with Three 

Revolving Levers

USD 550.00

51

RS106-B

Luxurious Hospital 

Bed with Three 

Revolving Levers

USD 490.00

APS-MB51

Size: 2120*900*500/800mm

Material:

    Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:

    The bed is solid, durable and nice in outside profile and able to support 

over 250kgs. The revolving levers turn flexibly and are protected against 

unlimited rotation. Silent castors with two brakes make the bed move flexibly, 

lightly and conveniently. It is equipped with aluminum alloy side rails, 

infusion stand and drainage hooks. 

APS-MB50

Size: 2150*900*460/810mm

Material:

   Bed base, frame and leg are all made of cold-rolled steel plate and tube and 

coated by electrostatic spray after twice phosphatization. The quality attains 

national standard. Head and foot boards are made of imported PP materials.

Introduction:

  The bed is solid, durable and nice in outside profile and able to support over 

250kgs. The revolving levers turn flexibly and are protected against unlimited 

rotation. Centrally controlled silent castors of high strength and high wear 

resistance make the bed move flexibly, lightly and conveniently. It is equipped 

with aluminum alloy side rails, infusion stand and drainage hooks. 



52

X01

 Stainless steel 

bassinet

(with caster)

USD 104.00

53

X02

 Stainless steel 

baby bed

(with caster)

USD 95.00

54

X03

 Stainless steel 

children bed

(with caster)

USD 125.00

MB39

Size: 750×450×610-1030mm

MB40

Size: 1100×640×1040mm

APS-MB38

Size: 800×450×850mm



55

X04

 Double-crank 

children bed
USD 248.00

56

X05

 Single-crank 

children bed
USD 228.00

57

X07

Examination table USD 79.00

APS-MB43

Size: 1900×600×680mm

APS-MB41

Size: 1800×730×500mm

APS-MB42

Size: 1800×800×500-1100mm



58

X08

Examination table USD 85.00

59

X09

Examination table USD 105.00

60

X10

Examination table USD 99.00

APS-MB45

Size: 1900×600×680mm

APS-MB46

Size: 1900×600×680mm

APS-MB44

Size: 1900×600×680mm



61

X12

Electric examination 

table with pillow
USD 475.00

62

SKP001

Flat bed mattress

USD31.00

for 6cm 

USD38.00

for 8cm

63

SKP002

Single-crank

 bed mattress

USD34.00

for 6cm 

USD40.00

for 8cm

APS-MT02

High density palm fiber

High density foam

Water-proof canvas

Density: 40kg/m3.

Size: 1900mm*900mm

APS-MB47

Size: 1900×600×500-800mm

APS-MT01

High density palm fiber

High density foam

Water-proof canvas

Density: 40kg/m3.

Size: 1900mm*900mm



64

SKP003

Double-crank

 bed mattress

USD36.00

for 6cm 

USD42.00

for 8cm

65

SKP004

Orthopedics traction

 bed mattress

USD35.00

for 6cm 

USD44.00

for 8cm

66

SKS001

ABS beside cupboard USD 62.00

APS-CAB01

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×480×760mm

APS-MT04

High density palm fiber

High density foam

Water-proof canvas

Density: 40kg/m3.

Size: 1900mm*900mm

APS-MT03

High density palm fiber

High density foam

Water-proof canvas

Density: 40kg/m3.

Size: 1900mm*900mm



67

SKS002

ABS beside cabinet USD 63.00

68

SKS003

ABS beside cabinet USD 74.00

69

SKS004

ABS beside cabinet USD 64.00

APS-CAB03

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×480×870mm

APS-CAB04

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×480×760mm

APS-CAB02

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×480×760mm



70

SKS005

ABS top surface 

steel cabinet
USD 48.00

71

SKS006

Stainless steel cabinet USD 109.00

72

SKS007

Beside cabinet USD 93.00

APS-CAB05

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×400×790mm

APS-CAB06

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 475×390×780mm

APS-CAB07

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 480×450×780mm



73

SKS008

Beside cabinet USD 80.00

74

SKS009

Beside cabinet USD 81.00

75

SKS010

Beside cabinet USD 82.00

APS-CAB09

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 520×430×770mm

A{S-CAB08

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 500×500×760mm

APS-CAB010

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 520×430×770mm



76

SKS011

Beside cabinet USD 83.00

77

SKS012

Beside cabinet USD 95.00

78

SKE001 

Multifunctional 

accompany chair
USD 75.00

APS-CAB012

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 520×430×770mm

APS-AC01

Size: 670×760mm/1950×420×950mm

APS-CAB011

As you request, color and style can be chosen and matched freely.

Size: 520×430×770mm



79

SKE002

Multifunctional 

accompany chair
USD 75.00

80

SKE003

Folding extra bed for 

looking aftre the 

patient USD 65.00

81

SKE004

Luxury transfusion 

chair
USD 79.00

APS-TC01

Size: 680×580×410/1190mm

APS-AC02

Size: 670×760mm/1950×420×950mm

APS-AC03

Size: 540×1820×430mm



82

SKE005

Luxury transfusion 

chair
USD 78.00

83

ZTG06-B

Luxurious Over-bed 

Table
USD 95.00

84

ZTG06-D

Luxurious Over-bed 

Table with Drawer
USD 110.00

TC02

Size: 750×1000mm/1600×450/1190mm

APS-OB02

Size: 900×450mm×720/1020mm

Coated steel stand

APS-OB02

Size: 900×450mm×720/1020mm

Coated steel stand



85

ZTG06-G

Luxurious Over-bed 

Table
USD 99.00

86

ZTG06-H

Luxurious Turnable 

Over-bed Table
USD 135.00

87

SKH042

 Over-bed Table

USD 135.00

APS-OB03

Size: 900×450mm×720/1020mm

Coated steel stand

APS-OB05

Size: 800×410mm×650/1000mm

APS-OB04

Size: 900×450mm×720/1020mm

Coated steel stand


